
NECROMUND/ ‘ 

LAW IN THE BADZONES 
The badzones are particularly lawless places, where the rule of House Helmawr is often 
flagrantly ignored. Over the millennia, Enforcer Precincts have been established to watch 
over these lands, though even they must break the rules sometimes to survive! 

he Palanite Enforcers keep Lord Helmawr’s Peace 
throughout the underhives of Necromunda, often 
at the end of a shock baton or boltgun. Being the 
most overt and visible sign of Lord Helmawr's 

T 
total dominion over Necromunda, the Palanite Enforcers 
are rightfully feared wherever they go. 

However, like much on Necromunda, appearances can be 
deceptive. Out in the badzones of the underhive, regular 
communication and consistent supply lines are 
impossible. However, the hive world’s inhabitants cannot 
be allowed to believe they are beyond Helmawr's gaze. 
This leads to Precinct-Fortresses being set up far from the 
warmth of the hive’s central heat sink. Initially well- 
supplied and with a full complement of Enforcers, these 
lone beacons of order are then left to their own devices to 
maintain the Pax Helmawr as best they can. 

Isolated as they are, Badzone Precinct Captains must 
abandon many of the restrictions their fellow Enforcers 
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operate under if they are to survive, often abolishing the 
delineation of their forces between Palanites and 
Subjugators and even deputising hive scum to bulk out 
their numbers. Occasionally, an especially promising scum 
even gets accepted within the Badzone Enforcers’ ranks; 
after all, losses must be replaced somehow. In addition, 
with limited resupplies of armaments making it through to 
them, Badzone Enforcers must rely upon whatever they 
can seize from other badzone elements or trade for on the 
open markets, with the more specialist equipment ending 
up in the hands of the Captains and Sergeants alone. 

The following pages, along with Necromunda: The Book of 
Judgement, provide all the rules needed to run a Badzone 
Enforcers gang in your campaigns of Necromunda. To the 
right, you will find your gang composition breakdown, 
while over the page are rules for Captains, Sergeants, 
Patrolmen and, for when things get desperate, Enlisted 
Hive Scum. Good luck out there in the badzones — they'll 
make you wish you were back in the underhive!  



    

   

      

   

      

   

        

   

  

   

    

   

  

   

    

   

              

   

  

   

      

   

Unlike Palanite Enforcers gangs, Badzone Enforcers gangs can hold Territory ina 

Dominion Gampaign, meaning they act in the same manner as other gangs and do 

not use the rules presented on page 30 of Necromunda: The Book of Judgement. 

The exception is that, instead of starting with a Settlement Territory, a Badzone 

Enforcers gang starts with the Palanite Precinct Territory. 

GANG COMPOSITION 

The Badzone Enforcers gang list details all of the fighters available to the gang. 

These fighters are purchased by paying the credits cost shown in their entry from 

the budget available. All Badzone Enforcers gangs must always follow these rules: 

There must be one fighter with the Leader special rule. 

e The total number of fighters with the Gang Fighter (X) special rule in the gang * 

must always be equal to, or higher than, the total number of fighters without ang hideout located, 

the Gang Fighter (X) special rule combined, not counting Enlisted Hive Scum, Purge authorised. 

Hangers-on or Hired Guns. | Assign to Theta-Indigo, 

5 Theta-Green and Theta- 

Should it occur during the course of a campaign that the number of fighters Gold patrols. Bring all 

without the Gang Fighter (X) special rule exceeds the total number of fighters with to justice.” 

the Gang Fighter (X) special rule, the controlling player must either: 
Enforcer Captain 

© Retire a number of fighters without the Gang Fighter (X) special rule during the ‘Kexdal’, Theta Sector, 

post-battle sequence in order to correct the imbalance. Hive Quinspirus, 

Or: * Palanite Enforcers #9 

© Recruit fresh fighters with the Gang Fighter (X) special rule during the post-battle 

sequence in order to correct the imbalance. 

DEATH OF A LEADER 

All Badzone Enforcers gangs.must include a single fighter with the ‘Gang Leader’ 

special rulé. This fighter is, naturally, the leader of the gang. 

if a gang‘s leader is killed, a new leader:must be nominated: 

e The new leader is the fighter with the highest Leadership characteristic, selected 

from among those fighters that have, in order of priority: 

1. The Gang Hierarchy (X) special rule. 

2. The Tools of the Trade special rule. 

e If the gang contains no fighters with either special rule, the fighter with the 

highest Leadership characteristic must be selected from among the remaining 

gang members. 

If two or more eligible fighters have the same Leadership characteristic, use 

Advancements as a tie-breaker; if there is still a tie, the controlling player can decide 

which fighter will become the new gang leader. 

When a fighter is promoted in this way, they gain the Gang Leader special rule, 

and from now on they count as a Badzone Enforcers Captain for the purposes 

of determining which equipment and skill sets they can access. Their existing 

characteristics and special rules do not change.



   
   

A Badzone Enforcers 

Captain is a 

grizzled veteran of 

countless battles 

with underhivers and 

criminals. Needing to 

project the authority 

of Lord Helmawr and 

enforce his peace, 

they are usually 

more heavily armed 

than their Palanite 

counterparts. 

Stephen May’s Captain 

was made from a 

Subjugator with the 

head of a Greatsword 

and a Genestealer 

Cults backpack. 
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SPECIAL RULES 

Gang Leader: A Badzone Enforcers gang must. always include a single fighter with 
this special rule: 

¢ A fighter with this special rule may not retire during Campaign play. For a gang 
leader, the only way out is death. 

¢ Should this fighter die during the course of a campaign, or otherwise be removed 
from the gang (for example, if a captured Leader is Sold to the Guilders),. another 
fighter must be promoted to replace them (see Death of a Leader). 

Gang Hierarchy (Leader): During a battle, once this fighter’s gang has failed 
a Bottle test, during any End phase in which this fighter passes its Cool check 
and does not flee the battlefield, any friendly Badzone Enforcers fighters that are 
within 12” of this fighter will automatically pass their Cool check and will not flee 
the battlefield: 

Additionally, during Campaign play this fighter may perform post-battle actions. 

Tools of the Trade: This fighter enjoys access to a wide variety of weapons. A 
fighter with this special rule may take multiple equipment sets. 

Group Activation (2): When a fighter with this special rule is activated, their 
controlling player can choose to activate a number of additional Ready friendly 
Badzone Enforcers fighters equal to the number shown in brackets that are within 
3" of this fighter as part of a ‘Group Activation’: 

¢ The controlling player must nominate all-of the fighters who will be activated in 
this way before any of them is activated. 

¢' Once all participants of the Group Activation-have been nominated, the 
controlling player selects one and activates them as normal, fully resolving 
their activation before selecting and activating the next. Each fighter activates 
individually; groups do not activate simultaneously. 

Additional fighters with this special rule activated in this way may not themselves 
use this special rule during this activation. 

Skills: When recruited, a Badzone Enforcers Captain may choose one skill from 
their Primary skill sets (as described in the Necromunda Rulebook). This skill does 
not cost any XP and does not increase the fighter’s credits value.
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A Badzone En    
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orcers Captain has access to the following-skill sets: 

Brawn Combat Cunning Ferocity Leadership Savant —_ Shooting 
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Agility 
% Primary - - Secondary Secondary - Primary 

EQUIPMENT 

A Badzone Enforcers:Captain is equipped with an armoured undersuit and magnacles (included in their starting» 

cost) and may purchase weapons and additional Wargear from the Badzone Enforcers Captain equipment list: — 

* During the course of a campaign, a Badzone Enforcers Captain may be given additional:weapons and 

Wargear purchased from this list, from the Trading Post and from the Black Market. ; 

A Badzone Enforcers Captain has no restrictions upon the types of weapon they can take; all weapon types 
$s - Vii 

    

are available. 

BADZONE ENFORCERS CAPTAIN EQUIPMENT LIST pa ae 4% 

WEAPONS WARGEAR as 

BASIG WEAPONS GRENADES ore 

e Autogun.... 15 credits *-e*Frag grenadés...........c2%. 2s. dieegt aes ~. 30 cred 

¢ Enforcer boltgun 50 credits © Photon flash grenades . eS 59 

  

e Enforcer shotgun with 

salvo and shredder rounds. .........0::::e: 60 credits 

 Subjugation pattern grenade launcher with 

frag and stun grenades .. 50 credits 
  

  

  

PISTOLS 

¢ Autopistol .. 10 credits 

Plasma pistol. .. 50 credits 

e Stub gun ...5 credits 

  

..+5 credits 

  

SPECIAL WEAPONS 

  

  

© Concussion carbine..............0- Saget ae 30 credits 

© SMIPELA ete irate dag ter aacaeeea 35.credits 

e Web gun ext 025 credits 

HEAVY WEAPONS 

¢ Heavy concussion ram* «.. ... 70 credits    

  e Heavy stubber* .... 130 credits 

e SLHG pattern assault ram 

{HEGGSNAUIMNC(? Sicr cuisine ee 90 credits 

CLOSE COMBAT WEAPONS 

© Power knife ... 25 credits 

  

¢ Power maul... ... 30. credits 

@ Shock baton . 30 credits 

e Shock stave .. ... 25 credits 

Vigilance pattern assault shield ................. 40 credits 
   

            

   

    

   

    

   

  

   
    

    

   

  

         

  

    

  

   

  

       

   

    

   

  

   

   

  

   

   
   

  

      

e Smoke grenades... 

¢ Stun grenades ......... 

ARMOUR 
e Flak armour 

Hardened flak armour. 

Hardened layered flak armour.. 

Layered flak armour.... 
Mesh armour 

  

30 credits 
- 50 credits 

FIELD ARMOUR 

© Conversion field 

¢ Refractor field... 

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT 

¢ Bio-booster. 

e Bio-scanner.... 

© Photo-goggles.. 
¢ Photo-lumens ... 

e Respirator......... 

© Stimm-SlUG’stash) s:.. Satie... so. a ieee 

WEAPON ACCESSORIES : e 

° Infra sight* (any ranged weapon) .:...:....... 40 ¢ 

© Telescopic sight" (Pistols, Basic and : ee 

Special Weapons Only)).......ccceei tree 25 credits f 

STATUS ITEMS 

EXOTIC BEASTS 

© 0-1 Hacked cyber-mastiff .....0:cscseenest 1C
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.._ Acting as their 

‘i Captain’s eyes and 

| — ears out on patrol, 

~ Badzone Enforcers 

Sergeants make sure 

_ they get the best 

equipment from 

what limited supplies 

manage to reach 

them from their 

Proctor-Majoris. 

Harley Brown's 

Sergeant was 

converted from a 

Palanite Enforcer with 

the arms and head of 

a Hive Scum model. 

SPECIAL RULES 

Gang Hierarchy (Champion): Duiting a battle, once this fighter’s gang has failed 
a Bottle test, during any End phase in which this fighter passes its Cool check 
and does not flee the battlefield, any friendly Badzone Enforcers fighters that are 
within 6” of this fighter will automatically pass their Cool check and will not flee 
the battlefield. 

Additionally, during Campaign play this fighter’ may perform post-battle actions. 

Tools of the Trade: This fighter enjoys access to a wide variety of weapons. A 
fighter with this special rule may take multiple equipment sets. 

Group Activation (1): When a fighter with this special rule is activated, their 
controlling player can choose to activate a number of additional Ready friendly 
Badzone Enforcers fighters equal to the number shown in brackets that are within 
3" of this fighter as part of a ‘Group Activation’: 

* The controlling player must nominate all of the fighters who will be activated in 
this way before any of them is activated. 

* Once all participants of the Group Activation have been nominated, the 
controlling player selects one and activates them as normal, fully resolving 
their activation before selecting and activating the next. Each fighter activates 
individually; groups do not activate simultaneously. 

Additional fighters with this special rule activated in this way may not themselves 
use this special rule during this activation. * 

Skills: When recruited, a Badzone Enforcers Sergeant may choose one skill from 
their Primary skill sets (as described'in the Necromunda Rulebook). This skill does 
not cost any XP and does not increase the fighter's credits valle.   



    

         

          

   

      

   

      

    

     

    

   
     

   
   

  

   
   

  

      

          

    
   

   
   
   
   

Sergeant ie access 5 t0 the following sk sets: 

Agility Brava? Combat Echt Ferocity ‘Leadership Savant — Shooting ; 

im Secondary 2 Primary — Secondary Secondary 2 Primary Primary 

EQUIPMENT 

A Badzone Enforcers:Sergeant is‘equipped with an armoured undersuit and magnacles (included in their 

starting cost) and may purchase weapons and additional Wargear from the Badzone.Enforcers Sergeant ~ 

equipment list: a ea 

  

  

  

During the course of a campaign, a Badzone Enforcers Sergeant may be given sdaition’ weapons z anc 

Wargear purchased from this list, from the Trading Post and from the Black Market. 

A Badzone Enforcers Sergeant has no restrictions upon the types of weapon they can take; all ‘weapo 

are available. 
é 

  

BADZONE ENFORCERS SERGEANT EQUIPMENT LIST 

WEAPONS WARGEAR 

BASIC WEAPONS t GRENADES ete i 

15 credits © Frag gtenades.........50.i...aigeeateeremene ae 

50 credits «Photon flash grenades : 

  

e Enforcer boltgun.. 

  

e Enforcer shotgun with ¢ Smoke grenades 3 

salvo and shredder rounds.........0....c008 60 credits © StUN Grenades ............cccecceeeeseesteneetere baat 

¢ Subjugation pattern grenade launcher with ae 

frag and stun grenades......:....:ieceee 50 credit ARMOUR 
¢ Flak armour 

PISTOLS ¢ Hardened flak armour.... 

© Autopistol ..10 credits ¢ Hardened layered flak armour.. 
  

50 credits Layered flak armour...........c.08 

.5 credits ¢ Mesh armour 

..+5 credits 

Plasma pistol... 
¢ Stub gun....... 

- Dumdum rounds... 
   

  

. t FIELD ARMOUR 

SPECIAL WEAPONS ¢ Conversion field.... 

¢ Concussion-carbine.... ..30.credits © Refractor field 

¢ Sniper rifles. .. 35 credits 

2 Web. guiresee tet eeeant oem 2; eae 125 credits PERSONAL EQUIPMENT 

A : ¢ Bio-booster.... 

HEAVY WEAPONS e Bio-scanner.... 

© Heavy concussion ram* ... 70 credits © Photo-goggles.. 

e Heavy stubber* : .. 130 credits ¢ Photo-lumens ... 

        

e SLHG pattern assault ram © Respirator...........- 

sleet Nanni Clie aration. tleePyacl asc eae 90 credits © Stimm-slug stash . 

CLOSE COMBAT WEAPONS WEAPON AGGESSORIES 

© Power knife 25.credits — ¢ Infra sight* (any ranged weapon)........-. Le, 

e Power maul.. ..30 credits © Telescopic sight* (Pistols, Basic and 

e Shock baton .. 30 credits Special Weapons only) 

e Shock stave ... 25 credits 

e Vigilance pattern assault shield . .. 40 credits STATUS ITEMS 

‘ 3 EXOTIC BEASTS 

_© 0-1 Hacked cyber-mastiff.......0.01 x 
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SPECIAL RULES 

Gang Fighter (Ganger): Fighters with this special rule form the backbone of 
Badzone Enforcers gangs.The total number of fighters with the Gang Fighter (X) 
special rule in the gang must always be equal to, or higher than, the total number 
of fighters without the Gang Fighter (X) special rule combined, not counting 
Hangers-on or Hired Guns. 

Having been broken Promotion (Badzone Enforcers Specialist): When the gang is founded, a single 
down and rebuilt Badzone Enforcers Patrolman can be promoted to become a Badzone Enforcers 
as the embodiment Specialist. During Campaign play, additional Badzone Enforcers Patrolmen may 
of Helmawr's will, become Badzone Enforcers Specialists by spending-Experience (XP), as described 
Badzone Enforcers in the campaign rules. A Badzone Enforcers Specialist gains the Tools of the Trade 
Patrolmen feel intense special rule, may purchase’Special weapons and Heavy weapons, and may spend 
loyalty to each other. XP to gain additional skills. 
After all, they know 

that in the badzones Broken Supply Lines: The following weapons gain the Scarce trait while they are 
more than anywhere used by a Badzone Enforcers Patrolman or Badzone Enforcers Specialist: 
else, everyone is out to e Enforcer boltgun 
get them. e Enforcer shotgun 

© Concussion carbine 

Tools of the Trade (Badzone Enforcers Specialist): This fighter enjoys access 
to a wide variety of weapons. A fighter with this special rule may take multiple 
equipment sets. s 

Stephen May 

converted this 

Leclace)laarelaMUKsiare 1A) 

Enforcer body with 

a Cadian head and 

backpack.
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SKILLA\ fe i. te 

P ‘A Badzone Enforcers Specialist has access to the following skill sets (note, however, that a Badzone Enforcers 

NEW RULES | 

  

  

_ Patrolman may not gain additional skills): Ah ie 

Agility Brawn _Combat__Cunning —_Ferocity Leadership Savant Shooting 

= Secondary - = Secondary = = Primary 

EQUIPMENT 

Badzone Enforcers Patrolmen and Badzone Enforcers Specialists are equipped with an armoured undersuit: : 

and magnacles (included in their starting cost) and may purchase weapons and Wargear from the Badzone 9 

Enforcers Patrolman equipment list: 

¢ During the course of a campaign, both Badzone Enforcers Patrolmen and Badzone Enforcers Specialists may 2: 

be given additional weapons purchased from this list. 

e In addition, during a campaign both Badzone Enforcers Patrolmen and Badzone Enforcers Specialists m 

    

   
      

   

  

Primary 

a7 

Pree = ss 
given additional Wargear purchased from this list, from the Trading Post and from the Black Market. == 

A Badzone Enforcers Patrolman may only be equipped with weapons chosen from the Basic Weapons, 

and Close Combat Weapons sections of this list, the Trading Post and the Black Market. tent 

Once promoted, a Badzone Enforcers Specialist has no restrictions upon the types of weapon they. cana ak 

all weapon types from this list, the Trading Post or the Black Market become available. ’ g 

BADZONE ENFORCERS PATROLMAN EQUIPMENT LIST 

WEAPONS 
BASIG WEAPONS 

e Autogun 

e Enforcer boltgun. 

e Enforcer shotgun with 

.. 15 credits 

..50 credits    

salvo and shredder rounds ..........ceeee 60 credits 

PISTOLS 

e Autopistol.. 10 credits 

        

5 credits © Stub gun... 5 

.. +5 credits - Dumdum rounds... 

SPECIAL WEAPONS” 

e Concussion carbine... ... 30 credits 

      

@ Flamer ....... eee 140 credits 

© Shippersniflewsetcen. ... «(kage cenree as ... 35 credits 

HEAVY WEAPONS 

© Heavy stubber*?... cee cnetegretieer ree 130 credits 

CLOSE COMBAT WEAPONS 

¢ Shock baton .... 30 credits 

... 25.credits 

  

e Shock stave 

   
   
   

   
   

    

    

   
     

   
   

       

  

   

  

   
    
    

     
   

WARGEAR 
GRENADES 

¢ Frag grenades 

¢ Photon flash grenades ... 

e Smoke grenades... 

  

15 credits 
.15 credits: 

      

e Stun grenades 15 credits » . 
— if 

ARMOUR ae 
© Flak@armour 8.25.0 eae ae 10 credits 

*eMeshtarmoun:.stkeetate aia eereremen 15 credits. 

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT 

© Bio-booster.... 

© Bio-scanner. 

¢ Photo-goggles .. 

© Photo-lumens 
e 

e 

    

Respirator 

Stimm-slug stash .... 

  

WEAPON AGCESSORIES gee 

¢ Infra sight* (any ranged weapon)........ wu 40 CH 

e Telescopic sight' (Pistols, Basic and = ee 

Special Weapons only)........:ieeseee ail redits ~
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SPECIAL RULES 

Promotion (Badzone Enforcers Patrolman): If, during the Downtime phase of.a 
campaign, this fighter has gained five or more Advancements, this fighter may be 
promoted to become a Badzone Enfotcers Patrolman. 

When a fighter is promoted in this way, they will from now on count as a Badzone 
: Enforcers Patrolman for the purposes of determining which equipment and skill 

__ Little more than sets they can access. Their existing characteristics do not change, but they will lose 
~ reprobates with me =the Promotion (Badzone Enforcers Patrolman) and Expendable Conscripts special 

badges, enlisted ® rules and gain all the special rules associated. with a Badzone Enforcers Patrolman. 
hive scum provide 

the numbers that Expendable Conscripts: Fighters with this special rule are drafted in to bolster 
~_ are needed in order a gang's numbers but are not truly part of the gang. They can never benefit from 

_ to keep the local other fighter’s Gang Hierarchy-(X) or Group Activation (X) special rules. Additionally, 
elements under fighters with'this rule can never gain the Gang Fighter (X) special rule. 
control. They 

‘volunteer’ for this Other fighters expect fighters with this special rule to be short-lived and consider 
duty for a variety of them expendable. Should a fighter with this special rule be Seriously Injured or 
reasons, ranging from be taken Out of Action, friendly fighters that are within 3" do not have to take a 
an idealised notion Nerve test, unless they also have this special rule. 
that they are cleaning 

up the underhive to 

thinking it is safer to 

serve the Enforcers 

than be hunted by 

them. Many others are 

simply press-ganged 

_ into service. 

  
Borja Garcia built this 

Enlisted Hive 

Scum from Scrutinator- 

Primus Servalen with 

the addition of a Hive 

Scum head and pistol.
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Agility Brawn Combat Cunning Ferocity Leadership _ Savant 
Secondary > - - Primary Secondary - - 

EQUIPMENT 

A Badzone Enforcers:Enlisted Hive Scum may purchase weapons and Wargear from the Badzone Enforcers 

Enlisted Hive Scum equipment list: 

purchased from this list. 
¢ In addition, during a campaign a Badzone Enforcers Enlisted Hive Scum may be given additional Wargear 

purchased from this list, from the Trading Post and from the Black Market. 

BADZONE ENFORGCERS ENLISTED HIVE SCUM EQUIPMENT LIST igs 

  

WEAPONS 
BASIC WEAPONS 

CEy:VUIiC 6]0]"' = cata hee SED, Lah eee oe 15 credits 

¢ Reclaimed autogun.... .. 10 credits 

e Lasgun .. 15 credits 
  

15 credits 

30 credits 

.. 10 credits 

¢ Sawn-off shotgun 
¢ Shotgun with solid & scatter ammo . 

¢ Throwing knives ..... 

  

   

    

PISTOLS 

¢ Autopistol .. 10 credits 

e Reclaimed autopistol.. 5 credits 

 Laspistol .... .. 10 credits 

  

.5 credits 

+5 credits 

  

   

     

  

     

e Stub gun... 

- Dumdum rounds.......0..... 

CLOSE COMBAT WEAPONS 
e Axe 10. credits 

25 credits 

... 10 credits 

... 20 credits 

... 10 credits 

...25 credits 

...35 credits 

@ Maul (club) 21.2... 

© Two-handed axe*.. 

¢ Two-handed hammen* 

                  

   

      

   

    

      

   

   

    

   

   

  

    

   
     

  

   
   

    

WARGEAR 
GRENADES * 

e Blasting charges. 

Frag grenades. 

¢ Krak grenades 
© Smoke Grenades............ccccsesdeseveseesteee ease : 

    

ARMOUR 

e Flak armour 

¢ Hazard suit .... 

© Mesh armour. 

  

10 credits i 

10 credits 7 

a. 2: credits ia; “ 
Shee pm 

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT 3 Wy z 

e Armoured UNdersuit ......... cece 25 credits 

© Drop rig naa) credits 

e Filter plugs . 10 credits: 

    

   

    

WEAPON ACCESSORIES 

e Telescopic sight (Pistols, Basic and 

Special Weapons Only).......cccseueesreees


